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1. Introduction

In the manufacture of ultra-large-scale-integrated circuits, it is necessary to fabricate
predetermined patterns on a scale of less than 0.1 u,m and fine structures with an aspect ratio
of more than 10 on a silicon wafers with diameters of greater 30 cm. This process requires a
well collimated, spatially uniform, high density plasma source operating under low pressure
conditions The main feed gases used by the plasma etching industry are perfluorocarbons
(CF4, C2F6, CjFs, CHFj, and c-CtFs) however these are also strong greenhouse gases and
therefore, tinder the terms of the Kyoto Protocol, must be replaced by alternative compounds
that have low 'global warming potentials' [1]. One possible replacement is CF3I, which due to
its high photolysis rate, is expected to have a very short lifetime in the atmosphere. CF3I is
also predicted to be able to produce high yields of CF3 radical in any etching plasma since it
should be possible to break the weak C-l bond by direct electron impact.

Prior to adapting existing industrial plasma reactors to use CF3I as a feed gas it is
necessary to run simulations of the reactant plasma, such simulations require a detailed
database of the electron interactions with the feed gases (and their dissociation products).
However at present there is a lack of data on electron interactions CF3T. Thus we have
performed an exhaustive series of measurements to measure elastic and inelastic scattering
from CF3I including an exhaustive study of its electronic state spectroscopy using both photon
absorption and electron scattering techniques.

2. Experimental

Two experimental methods were used in these investigations: electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) and photo-absorption spectroscopy. Electron scattering experiments
were performed both at University College London and Sophia University Tokyo.
Measurements of the angular dependence of any discrete electron scattering process were
made by studying the intensity of the scattered electron signal at one specific energy loss and
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at fixed impact energy, [n order to study resonances, the analyser was tuned to transmit only
electrons corresponding to a specific energy-loss channel and the count rate measured as a
function of impact energy. Absolute ctoss sections were obtained using the well known
relative flow technique using helium as the comparison gas.

The photo-absorption spectra were recorded using synchrotron radiation at both the
ultraviolet vacuum line (UVI) of the Astrid facility at Aarhus University, Denmark and on
beam line 3.1 at the UK Daresbury synchrotron facility. In addition, temperature dependent
measurements at long wavelengths were made using the Molecular Structure Facility at the
UK Rutherford Appleton laboratory. Absolute photo-absorptbn cross sections were derived
using the Beer-Lambert law:

I = Ioexp(-nox) (1)

where n is the target gas number density, c is the absorption cross section, and x is the path
length.

The CFjI gas was purchased from Argo international for the European experiments and
from Takachiho Chemicals Co. Ltd for the experiments performed in Japan all gases were
quoted to have a purity of greater than 99.999%.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Elastic scattering and vibrtttional excitation

Vibrational Excitation Cross Sections for CF,I against
Incident Electron Energy at Different deflection Angles

And Constant Energy Loss = 0.14eV.
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Figure 1:

A comprehensive set of differential cross sections for elastic scattering CFjI over the
impact energy region from 1.5 to 60eV for scattering angles between 20° and 130° has been
compiled. These will be presented at the conference. At low incident energies (< 6 eV) a steep
increase in the cross section is observed at small scattering angles which may be attributed IO
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the large permanent dipolc-moment of CF3I. As the energy increases from 6 to 8 eV, a new
structure emerges around 90°. This energy region corresponds to the position of a shape
resonance observed in alkancs and fluoroalkaues.

To probe the formation of temporary negative ions (resonances) in electron scattering, the
vibrational excitation function for the 0.14 eV energy-loss peak (mainly the CFj stretching
modes) was measured. This is shown in Figure 1. Below 4 eV there is a steep increase in
cross section and above this energy there are some overlapping structures, i.e. a peak at 5.5
eV, a shoulder at 8 eV, and a long tail up lo 12 eV. These provide evidence for the presence of
shape resonances associated with the composed symmetry of ai (C-Fa') and e (C-ITC*) MO'S.

3.2 Electronic slate spectroscopy

Photo-absorption cross sections measured by both photon impact and electron energy loss
spectroscopy between 4 eV (300 nm) and 11.6 eV (110 nm) areown in figure 2. Electron
energy-loss spectroscopy provides an alternative methodology for probing the excited states
of atoms and molecules. At large scattering angles and low incident energies forbidden
transitions dominate the observed Electron Energy Loss Spectrum (EELS) while at small
scattering angles and high incident energies allowed transitions are dominant [2]. At electron
energies in excess of 100 eV and scattering angle of zero degrees, EEL spectra may be
directly compared to photo-absorption results, giving cross sectional data free of any
saturation or pressure effects. We have used this technique to explore the photo-absorption
cross section of CF3I above 11 eV, the cut off of die optical window in the synchrotron
experiments.

Comparison of Electronic Excitation Cross
Sections with Photoabsorptton Spectrum.
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Figure 2:

The photo-absorption spectrum is characterized by three distinct regions. The first region
is a very weak continuum around centered about 4.7 eV. The second consists of four
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prominent band structures observed at around 7.4, 8.1, 9.0, and 9.8 eV, respectively and
contains vibrational structure from 7 to JO eV. The third region (above the ionisation
potential) could only be studied by using EELS and shows additional broad peaks. The lowest
band is more enhanced at lower incident electron energies suggesting that forbidden
transitions are important in this region of the spectrum, while the next four bands show
greater differential cross sections at higher incident energies, a trend characteristic of optically
allowed transitions.

The broad and weak continuous X —* A absorption feature centered at 4.66 eV (266 nm)
with a local maximum cross section of 0.67 Mb is a result of the excitation to an antibonding
orbital along the C - 1 bond (n -» a*) of the CFjI molecule. This band has been assigned to
transitions from the ground X state to the excited A state of the CF3I molecule. Special
attention has been devoted to A band (350-200 nm) excitation due to the prompt dissociation
along the C-I bond caused by the strong repulsive nature of the excited slate. Dissociation
into a ground state (fluorinated)-alkyl radical (CF3) and a ground-slate I (= I (3PM)) or
excited-stale 1* (= I (2Pi.-2)) provides a source of radicals for etching silicon wafers in
industrial plasma reactors. Absolute photo-absorption cross sections for the A band have been
reported in two earlier experiments [3,4] but disagree in the magnitude of the cross section.
The present synchrotron results agree well with the data of Fahr el al [3] while the MSF data
match the results of Rattigan and Cox [4]. Further details on the classification of higher lying
excited states of CF3I will be presented at the meeting.
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